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Description
CAP TOURS Destination Management Company PRESENTATION Cap Tours Events, a team experienced with the
techniques of the Seminars, Congress, Conventions and Simulations Travelling. A rich experiment of the
communication, to impress, conquers, thank and win the loyalty to your partners or your customers. If you want to
launch a new product, to organize an operation surprised to motivate your team or your network of sales, we offer to
you all the pallet of the operators of stimulations with like currency "The imagination does not have limit". Using the
travelling like true event, around which a scenario is imagined and where one conveys a message to be transmitted to
accommodate and make live with your customers or collaborators of the emotions lasting their stay in Morocco. The
travelling allows indeed, to product human bonds impossible to generate or maintain in a strictly professional context.
It makes it possible to smooth the hierarchies, to transmit messages of fidelities; comprehension and solidarity, which
all contribute to improve the life of the company and the people who make it up. The return on investment is almost
certain. The Incentive service and creation of event are with the listening of the leaders of each company, it
accompanies you front, during and after your operation to study with you each detail. An entirely concerned team with
the problems of Incentive, Business trip, which is based on the knowledge of the techniques of the communication and
the control of the ground. Ideas, programs to discover and appreciate Morocco with the thousand facets with its
secular hospitality and its landscapes. Our principle, never to conceive twice times the same program, each customer
with his exclusive program. To conceive an Incentive voyage, it is to anticipate and manage a multitude of details
specific to each one for the success of the voyage and success of the operation. According to the budget which the
company would like to invest, we will propose to you a program personalized and to measure with as currency "your
success imports us". Réda ALIOUA Manager
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City
Rabat, 7, Rue Damas Google map
Offer

Let yourself be tempted by a different experience..!

Land of welcome, let yourself be carried away by your senses, you would be captivated by the magic of Morocco ..!

http://ttwarsaw.talkb2b.net/home/map?city=Rabat&address=7, Rue Damas

